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It is essential that you take cognizance of all the below mentioned conditions that must
be complied with in terms of the Disciplinary Code together with the terms and time limits
for payment.

CONDITIONS
Condition 1: - Article 15 Fines:
Fines must be paid within 14 days of the club receiving the fine or when the sanction
expires, whichever expires first, prior to the SAFA registration card being released by the
office.
Condition 2: - Article 61 Failure to respect decisions
Should the player, official or the club fail to pay the fine or hand in the players’ card within
the stipulated time frames the Disciplinary Committee will impose fines and sanctions for
non-compliance?
Condition 3: - Article 35 Centralization of sanctions:
The SAFA registration card, of any suspended player or official under Article 18, shall be
forwarded to the Secretary of the Association within 72 hours of been expelled, who shall
safe keep and return the said card at the expiry of the suspension, subject to any
prescribed fine imposed by the Disciplinary Committee having been paid in the case of
expulsions, or the R50 administrative fee having being paid in the case of match
suspensions resulting from accumulated cautions.
Condition 4:
Suspended players and officials whose cards are not submitted to the Association’s
office within a stipulated period are deemed ineligible.
Condition 5: - Article 91 - Match officials’ reports:
1. Facts contained in match officials’ reports are presumed to be accurate.
2. Proof of the inaccuracy of the contents of these reports may be provided.
3. If there is any discrepancy in the reports from the various match officials and there are
no means of resolving the different versions of the facts, the referee’s report is
considered authoritative regarding incidents that occurred on the field of play; the
match commissioner’s report is considered authoritative regarding incidents that took
place outside the field of play.
Condition 6:- Article 107 Contestable decisions
An appeal may be lodged to the Appeal Committee against any decision passed by the
Disciplinary Committee, unless the sanction pronounced is:
a) a warning, b) a reprimand, c) a suspension for less than three matches, d) a fine of
less than ZAR R300 imposed on a Member or a club or of less than ZAR R150 in other
cases, e) decisions passed in compliance with art. 61 of this code.
Yours in Sport
Gary Slabbert
CTTFA-DC CHAIRMAN
(Chairman) A Bothman, (Vice Chairman) B Viljoen, (Treasurer) C Jansen, (Secretary) N Townsend, (Junior Chairman) J Asher,
(Fixtures Director) B Petersen, (Disciplinary Convenor) D Nielson, (Registration Officer) A Hayward , (Ladies Convenor) D Da
Silva, (Referees) J Ross, (Additional Member), D Keating, R Anthony, I Timm, B Diamond.
Kindly address all correspondence to the Secretary of the Association

